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FEDE~ AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

SYSTEMS ~SEARCH AND DEVELOP~NT SERVICE

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT STAFF

STATEMENT OF MISSION

The mission of the Spectrm Management staff is to assist the Department

of State, National Telecomunicationa and Information A~inistration, and the

Federal Communications Comission in assuring the FAA rs and the nation’s

aviation interests with sufficient protected electromagnetic telecommunications

resources throughout the world and to provide for the safe conduct of aero-

nautical flight by fostering effective and efficient use of a natural resource -

the electromagnetic radio frequency spectrm.

This objective is achieved through the following services:

Planning and defending the acquisition and retention of sufficient

radio frequency spectrm to support the aeronautical interests of the

nation, at home and abroad, and spectrm standardization for the world 1s

aviation comunity.

Providing research, analysis, engineering, and evaluation in the

develo~ent of spectrm related policy, planning, standards, criteria,

measurement equipment, and measurement techniques.

Conducting electromagnetic compatibility analyses to detemine

in,tra/intersystem viability and design parmeters, to assure certifica-

tion of adequate spectrm to support system operational use and pro-

jected grotih patterns, to defend aeronautical services spectrw from

encroactient by others, and to provide for the efficient use of the

aeronautical spectrm.

Developing automated frequency selection computer progras/routines

to provide frequency planning, frequency assigment, and spectrm

analysis capabilities in the spectrm supporting the National Airspace

System.

Providing spectrm managaent consultation, assistance, and guidance

to all aviation interests, users, and providers of equipment and services,

both national and international.
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EFFECTS OF COMMON BAND (3500-3700 MHz) OPERATION OF

GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES AND T~ FAA LIMITED-SUR~ILLANCE WDAR

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The International Table of Frequency Allocations designates the 3500-3700

MHz radio frequency band for transmissions by Radiolocation devices and by the

Fixed-Satellite Senice !FSS) . Although there has been little usage of this

band for the latter purpose thus far, there is considerable interest on the

part of the IntelSat mtier nations to expand operation to the 3500-3700 ~z

band with the introduction of future Intelsat satellites.

In an agreement between the Federal Aviation Atiinistration (F~) and

the National Telecommunications Inf omation AhinistratiOn, NTIA, the frequency

band from 3500-3700 MZ has been reallocated to include Aeronautical Radionavi-

gation as a coequal service with Radiolocation (NTIA Frequency Allocation

Table footnote G11O) . This reallocation-, was made with the understanding that
*

the FAA limited suneillance radar (LSR) would be accommodated in the band.

In order to assure that interference .effects produced by the FDM/FM
**

transmj ssions from geostationary satellites will not render the performance

of the proposed limited sumeillance radar unacceptable, the MIT Lincoln Labora-

tory has been tasked to perfom the interference analysis reported herein.

The results of this analysis will be used in support of the United States’

position at the 1979 World Atiinistrative Radio Conference (WARC) in regard tO

the feasibility of band sharing between systems in the Fixed-Satellite SeNice

and those in the Radiolocation/Aeronautical Radionavigation Service in the

3500-3700 WZ band.

2.0 INTEwEmNcE FROM SATELLITE DOWNLINKS TO THE LSR wDARS

The discussion and analysis which follows addresses the effect of geo-

stationary satellite FDM/FM transmissions on the candidate LSR radar receiver/

processor. A nher of simplifying assumptions are first made as to the
,,

*
A candidate design of the LSR radar was developed as part of a definition

study sponsored by the FAA Systems Research and Development Service and is

contained in Reference 1.

**
The 1971 World Atiinistrative Radio Conference (wARC) established limits On

the m~imm allowable power flux density (PFD) which satellites can radiate

as measured at

a PFD limit of
the earth’s surface. In

-152 dsw/m2/4 KHZ (angle

1

the frequency band 3400 to 7750 ~z,

of arrival < 5°) has been established.



characteristics of the FDM/FM transmission spectra, and as to the choice of

the LSR moving target detector (MTD) doppler processor. Walytic results are

then provided for the case defined, and quantitative discussion furnished.

2.1 General

The LSR is a ground-based FAA surveillance radar to be installed at small

airports. Surveillance will be required to ranges of 16 mi (instrumented to

32 mi) and to altitudes below 10,000 feet, for aircraft of at least 1.0 square

meter cross-section which exhibit Swerling-I fading characteristics. Radar

systa paraeters are discussed in paragraph 2.3. The radar is assmed to

employ MTD-doppler filter processing, and adaptive linear, constant-false-

alarm-rate (CFAR) thresholding in order to limit false alarms due to precipi-

tation and/or noise interference. Although this technique does 1imit the

n@er of false targets declared per antenna,..scan by increasing thresholds

adaptively, it also reduces system sensitivity to aircraft targets in the sae

range/azimuth/doppler cell (s). It is the effect of increasing adaptive CFAR

thresholds, caused by additive noise when scanning by a geostationary satel-

lite that will be considered in this analysis.

It is also assued that the satellite Power Flux Density (PFD) at the

surface of the earth (LSR-site) will be equal to or less than -128 dBw/m2/~z

(in one linear polarization) (see Reference 2), and that the effective aper-

ture of the LSR radar antenna will be a maximm of 0.46 m2 nomally occurring

at elevation angles between 1.5 degrees and 3.5 degrees.

2.2 Satellite FDM/FM Spectra, ~alyslS Assumptions

Under conditions of nomal traffic loading each satellite transponder may

retransmit a multiplexed baseband load of UP to 960 4-KHz voice channels with

a baseband bendwidth up to 12-3852 ~z. Under these varying load conditions,

it is assued that the allowable power flux density (PFD) at the earth’s sur-
,

face of -128 dBW/m2/MHz is not exceeded and that the signal will appear to the

LSR MTD-doppler processor as random nOiSe. Under conditions of light channel

loading (,x24 voice che.nnels) it is assmed that out-of-band noise (0-12KHz,

or greater than 108 ~z) is added to the baseband to sustain “adequate” carrier

deviation in support

ever, carrier energy

of the PFD limit. In actual satellite operations, how-

dispersal to meet the PFD limit under conditions of

2
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light channel loading, is achieved by the addition of a low frequency, spread-

ing wavefom in the transmission from the earth station to the satellite.

The candidate LSR processor will process 32 coherent smples for each

range gate (1/8 mi, 1.544 psec) while operating at an average pulse repeti-

tion frequency of 2500 Hz. In order for the satellite signal to appear as

random noise to this processor, ”the signal must exhibit random phase from

sample-to-smple (approximately 400 psec) over the 32-pulse coherent proces-

sing interval (CPI) . Under the conditions stated above this is nomally the

case, and for the purpose of the analysis the signal is assmed to appear as

random noise to the LSR processor.

2.3 Malysis

1) LSR %dar System

The LSR radar system as described in Reference 1 may be represented by the

block diagram shown in FigWe 2.3.1 for purposes of identifying sensOr reference I

ports and loss elements. The parmeters of the LSR radar system are listed in ~

Table 2.3-1, and the parmeters of the processor are listed in Table 2.3-2.

Operation of the MTD-doppler processor is shorn graphically in Figure 2.3.2.

As is shorn in this figure 256 range gates are processed during each CPI (32

pulses) , producing outputs for 32 orthogonal filters. Each filter outPVt is

compared against a linear CFAR threshold which is computed by sming the

magnitudes of 16 gates bracketing the cell of interest (subtracting the value

for the cell of interest and one on each side) , dividing by 13, and multiplying

by 4.875 (for a PF A = 10-5/cell) . Range/doppler/CPI cell magnitudes that
. .

exceed the CFAR threshold are declared primitive target reports, and passed on

for post-detection processing. The purpose of the MTD post-processor is to

filter out noise, clutter, interference and “angel” false alarms, and to output

target reports for moving A/C. Experience with experimental Teminal-ASR-MTD

systems’ indicates that approxtiately 40 noise false alarms per scan can be
I

managed without outputting false A/C target reports, and the needed probability

of detection (pd) for A/C targets must be equal-to-or-greater than O.75, to

insure track acquisition and maintenance. System losses are listed in Table

2.3-3, and are typical of S-band radar systems. The losses are broken into
I

four types as they affect the radar equation computations.

3
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:U”re.iatio.s:
A/D CONV Analog-t.-digitalco”.erter
BPF BandP.ssfilter
QUAD DGT Q“.drat”xcDetector
STC Sensitivity Time Co”tr.1
TX Tra”smitte.
1-Q .“-[>has. and Quadrature ,has. Channel
C1R circulator

ANTENNA

ROTARY JOINT

LOW
NOISE MJ::R ,F
PRE
AMP AMP

POST-PROCESSOR

IF QUAD
FILTERS

AID I
CORRELATE SCANISCAN

DET
M;O

CONV T
8 _ CORR:LATE ~ ‘ARGET

REPORTS
THRESHOLD INTERPOLATE TRACK

I
R&F

Fig. 2.3-1. Functional block diagram LSR

ATC-92 (2,3-1)

radar/processor.
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TABLE 2.3-1

Azimuth Beamwidth

Pulsewidth

PRF (average)

Instrumented Range

Antenna Scan Rate

wavelength (1)

Transmitter Peak Power

Antenna Gain (G)

Receiver Bandwidfi (B)

Noise Figure (NF)

...-

(Pt)

TABLE 2.3-2

Coherently Processed Intervals (CPI) per

2-way Beawidth

Coherently Processed Points or Doppler

Filters (I)

CPI’s per scan

knge Gates

Range Azimuth Cells

Range Azimuth Doppler Cells

False Alams per SCan

False Alams per Cell (PFA)

Probability of Detection (PD)

3.4°

2.0 us

2500

32 mi

4 sec/15 RPM

0.0833 m

100 w

29.2 dB

0.56 MHz

5.0 dB

2.0

32

312

256 (1/8 mi)

79872

2.56 X 106

40

1.56 X 10
-5

0.75

The maximw allowable nmber of false alarms per scan and the minimum

needed probability of detection (PD) are known from experience with opera-

tional trackers and represent conservative values.

5



DOPPLER (VELOCITYI FILTERS ATC-.92(2.3.2I
-16 03101216

(m‘?Y ““” 0

100
KNOTS

Y
32 NMI

MAXIMUM

Fig. 2.3-2. Wnge, doppler azimuth resolution of

MTD-OOPPLER PROCESSOR

MTD processor.

I
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TABLE 2.3-3

Processor msses (Lp)

Pulse Wavefom Mismatch

Range Gate Straddle

DOppler Weighting

DOppler Straddle

Mean Level Thresholding

Radar LOsseS (LR)

Atmospheric (2-way)

Circular (2-way)
Limiter-STC

Rotary Joint (2-way)
Waveguide (2-waY). 50 ft.

Azimuth Straddle’-”(2-way)

Satellite Losses (LS)

Circulator

Limiter-STC

Rotary Joint

Waveguide

Azimuth Straddle

Front End Temperature LOSSeS (LT)

Circulator

Limiter-STC

Rotary Joint

Waveguide

0.5 dB

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.8

L = 5.0 dB
P

0.5 dB

1.0

0.7

0.4

1.0
,--.,. 1.0

L = 4.6 dB
R

0.5 dB

0.7

0.2

0.5

0.5

= 2.4 dB
‘s

0.5 dB

0.7

0.2

0.5

L = 1.9 dB
T

I

I

I



2) Computations

a. Antenna Effective Area (Ae)

The effective area of an antenna is given by:

~02.92
.08332

A=
4V

= 0.459 mz
e

(1)

(2)

b. Receiver Effective Temperature (TR)

The effective noise temperature of an ~ aplifier connected to an antenna

using a transmission line having a loss L is given by:
T ., ,.

T LT-l

T= ;tTL( —) + 290( NF-1)
R

T ‘T

where T
L

is the temperature of the 10SSY line, and TA is the noise

of the antenna. Since the antenna mostly looks at sky rather than

TA ~lOO°K . Then:

~) + 290(10.5-1)
‘R

= - + 2go(1::~~g

= 795° Kelvin
‘R

I

(3)

temperature

the ground
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c. Received Signal Power vs Range

(o) referenced to the input of

for a one square meter target

the receiver front end.

G2a2Ptu
~R =

(4n)3R4LR

~02x2.92 5

P=
X .08332 X 10 X 1

R ~4m)3 ~4 ~o.46

= ~ 39 ~ ~04R-4
watts

when R is in meters, or

““= 7.14 x 10-gR-4’wattS

when R is in nautical miles

PR is plotted in Figure 2.3-3.

d. Detection Threshold

There are approximately two @I’s

it is necessary to detemine what

per bemwidth.

signal-to-noise

Consequently

ratio (S/N)out

is rwuired out of the doppler filter for a O.75 probability of

threshold crossing from either or both CPI’s to be declared.

The signal-to-noise required is a function of the probability

Of detection (.PDl, the probability Of false alarm (pFA) and the

correlation of the two target returns. If the radar operates

a“t a constant frequency the cross-section of an aircraft may

barely change from one CPI to the next, and the two returns

would then have a correlation near unity. However, the scan-to-

scan mplitude distribution wi 11 be Rayleigh. This is the

Swerling I case and has been nwerically calculated for several
3

correlation values. A close approximation for the unity

correlation case in the area of interest is

9



I ATC-92 (2.3-3

-1oot
I

-150

t
I

I I I I I I I [ I

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 38 40

RANGE TO A/c TARGET (NMI)

Fig. 2.3-3. molar signal from A O dBsm (1M2) target referred to front-end.
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lnP

(S/N)
out ~ .7(< -1)

-5

(S/N) Out = .7 (lnl:.5:10 -1) = 26.2 (14.2 dB)

The detection thresholi

end is therefore

P
Th

= (S/N)~utKTRBLp/I

where K is Boltzmann’s

power referred to the receiver front

constant.

P = 26.2 x.,-1.38X 10
-23

Th
x,795, x 5.6

.-

= 1.59 x 10
-14

watts (-138. O dBW)

5
x 10 X 10.5/32

The detection threshold (PTh) is indicated in Figure
I

2.3-3. i

e. Satellite PFD to set LSR detection thxeshqld at

0.75 for a 1 mz target.

The total equivalent noise temperature (T) at the front end

input is the sum of the effective temperature (TR) and of the

equivalent satellite temperature (TS) .

PA

T= TRt T =TR+~
s

s

However, at threshold, the total noise temperature is given by

the radar equation

UG2A21P
~= t

(4.)3R4~ (S/N)~utLpLR

11
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-90 I I I I I I I
A~-92 (2.3-4)

-1oo

a

2-110 [(

40

50

f ,)REQUIRED OPERATING

60
RANGE - LSR 16 NMI

L I I [t I I I I
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

LSR, RANGE TO O dBsm A/C TARGET (NMI)

Fig. 2.3-4. Satellite PFD to set LSR detection

threshold at .7S fOr A 1 M2 target.

1.

!

“
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Solving for the PFD:

‘s

(

aG2A21P

PFD = ~
t

e (4T)3R4B (S/N)~utLpLR

-KT

)

R

This is the PFD needed to keep the radar at threshold.

P,. = -

.(

1 x 102X2.92X .08332 X 32 X 105
-1.38X1O

-23

)

x795

(4T)3R4 X 5.6 X 105 X 26.2 X 10.5
.46

x 10

-4 -20
= 0.219 R -4.15 x 10 watts/m2/Hz

.,-

where R is in meters.

= 1.87 X 10-8 R-4 -4.15 x 10-14 watts/m2/~z

where R is in nautical miles.

This equation is plotted in Figure 2.3-4.

f. Satellite PFD to Raise Threshold by 3 dB.

The satellite power level at the front end is set equal

to the front end noise power, or

PFD AeB/L5 = kTRB

,

Therefore,

kT L
RS

PFD = —
A
e

13
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~FD = 1.38 X 10
23 .24

x 795 x 10

.459

= 4.15 x

= 4.15 x

= -133.8

10-20watt/m2/Hz

10
-14

watt/m2/Wz

dBW/m2/mz

9. Satellite PFD to Create False Alarms

The MTD processor is designed to reject rain and ground

clutter through the use of adaptive thresholds. These

adaptive algoriths will efficiently prevent the occurrence of

false slams from uncorrelated noise such as from the satel-

lite. The only effect the ““interference will have is to reduce

the sensitivity of the radar.

:3.0 CONCLUSION

The analysis of the LSR performance when being interfered with by a

geostationary satellite emitting FDM/FM signals has been derived from basic

radar equations and presented above as a set of par-etric curves. The

analysis has been based on the following assumptions:

Satellite carrier is deviated sufficiently to appear as random noise to

the radar.

The radar main-bea peak points at the satellite each scan.

NO frequency separation exists to isolate satellite downlink and radar.

Only one satellite interferes in this band at any given azimuth.

The aircraft targets are in the main

satellite azimuth.

A specific candidate radar processor

A conservative level Of Pd (o.75) at

elevation beam of the radar at the

is used.

the interference threshold.

,.

$:

I
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Although these as smptions were made in the interests of bounding the

task of analyzing the interference problem, they represent conditions likely

to be experienced if these systems share the s-e frequency band. Of course,

not all CONUS radars will “see” a satellite in the peak of their elevation

patterns. For those cases where the radar does observe a satellite, alternate

frequency allocation may be possible. Also, the region of surveillance cover-

age involved is statistically small, tYPicallY being approximately 3 CPI’s of

a total of 312 and approximately 32 range gates of a total of 256 (wA.1%) .

Further, aircraft targets whose flight paths enter this region while they are

in-track will be retained, and only those targets not in-track will be affected

as they are acquired.

It is concluded on the basis of the above analysis and assumptions that

the LSR MTD radars* and Int61sat geostation~”ky satellites can function in a

comon frequency band, 3500-3700 ~z, with only slight degradation to the LSR

surveillance coverage. It 1S important to note, however, that the LSR is

instrumented for coverage to 32 mi although the operational requirement is

a range of only 16 mi for a O.75 probability of detection of a 1.0 square

meter aircraft target.

to

*
A somewhat simpler LSR-MTDprocessor may actually be used for this FAA surveil-

lance service, pOssibly one which uses a 16-pulse CpI as OppOsed tO the 32-pulse
system analyzed. This will increase the LSR sensitivity to noise interference
slightly (= 1.5 @) , but there still appears to be adequate margin, even if

authorized satellite PFD levels are used.

15
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